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Consider a graph G= (N, E) and, for each node LIZ N, let B, be a subset of 
{O, 1, . . . . dJi)j. where d,(i) denotes the degree of node i in G. The general factor 
problem asks whether there exists a subgraph of G, say H = (N, F), where FE I?, 
such that d,,(i) E B, for every iE N. This problem is NP-complete. A set B, is said to 
have a gap of length p> 1 if there exists an integer ~E‘B, such that k + 1, .._, 
h-+ p$ B, and k+p + 1 EB,. Lovasz conjectured that the general fzctor problem 
can be solved in polynomial time when, in each B,, all the gaps (if any) have length 
one. We prove this conjecture. In cubic graphs, the result is obtamed via a reduc- 
tion to the edge-and-triangle partitioning problem. In general graphs, the proof uses 
an augmenting path theorem. ‘a 1988 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTJ~N 
In this paper, we study a generalization of the classical factor probiem. 
Given a graph G and a nonnegative integer hi for each node i of G, the fac- 
tor problem asks whether there exists a subgraph of G with exactly 6, edges 
incident with node i, for each i. This problem is well-solved. A polynomial 
algorithm is known [3] as well as a theorem to characterize the existence 
of solutions [13, 141. 
The following generalization of the factor problem was introduced by 
Lovasz [7,8]. Let G = (N, E) be a graph and, for each node iEN, let Bi be 
a subset of (0, 1, . . . . d,(i) $, where d,(i) denotes the degree of node i in G. 
The general factor problem asks whether there exists FEE such that, for 
each node in N, the number of edges of F incident with i is an element of 
Bi. Some cases are known to be reducible to the classical factor problem, 
for example, when Bi is an interval or a parity condition [6, 81. Other 
cases were solved directly. For example, the ant&actor problem is the 
instance of the general factor problem where only one value is excluded at 
each node, i.e., (Bi 1 = n,(i) for every i E N. The graphs that have an antifac- 
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tor were characterized by Lovasz [9]. These results have been generalized 
recently by Sebij [12]. 
Lovasz [7, 81 discovered that the gaps in Bi play an important role in 
the study of the general factor problem. The set B, has a gap of length p > 1 
if there exists an integer ke B, such that k + 1, . . . . k+ p$ Bi and 
k + p + 1 E Bi. Note that a given set Bi can have several gaps. Consider as 
examples the different instances of the general factor problem introduced 
above. If the set B, is a simple factor condition or an interval then it has no 
gap, if Bi is an antifactor condition, there is a unique gap of length 1, and if 
Bi is a parity condition then all the excluded values other than 0 and &(i) 
define gaps of length 1. Lovasz [8] gave a Gallai-Edmonds-type structural 
description of general factors when the sets Bj have no gap of length 2 or 
more. He noted, though, that these results do not yield a polynomial 
algorithm. The algorithmic interest was restated in the recent book of 
Lovbz and Plummer [lo]. 
The main result of this paper is a polynomial algorithm for deciding 
whether a graph has a general factor, when the sets Bi have no gap of 
length two or more, thus settling the question posed by Lovasz. This result 
is given in Section 3. In Section 2, we study the relationship between the 
general factor problem and the problem of partitioning the nodes of a 
graph into subsets that induce edges and triangles, a problem known to be 
polynomially solvable [ 11. In particular, we give conditions on B, under 
which one can be reduced to the other. As a by-product, we get the 
solution of the general factor problem when d,(i) 6 3 and B, # (0, 3 > for 
every i E N. 
When Bi = 10, 3) can occur, the general factor problem is NP-complete. 
This follows from a reduction of planar 3-colorability [8]. We close the 
Introduction by giving another proof which shows that the general factor 
problem is NP-complete even when G is planar, bipartite, and all its nodes 
have degree two or three. The exact 3-cover problem consists of a finite set 
K and a family C= (S,} ,=,,..., m of subsets of K such that \Sil = 3 for 
i= 1, . . . . m. The question is whether there exists Js { 1, . . . . m) such that 
[,Si}i.J induces a partition of K. To see this question as a general factor 
problem, define a bipartite graph G with a node rzk, for each element k~ K, 
a node n, for each set S f C, and, for each S = (p, q, r) E 2:: edges joining 
n, to the nodes np, ny, and n,. In addition, define Bi = {0, 3) for the nodes 
associated with SEC, and B, = { 1 } for the nodes associated with k E K. 
Now, G has a general factor if and only if .X contains an exact 3-cover. It is 
known that the exact 3-cover problem is NP-complete even when each 
element of K belongs to either two or three sets of C and the underlying 
graph G is planar [2]. This shows that the general factor problem is NP- 
complete even when the graph G is planar, bipartite, and only contains 
nodes of degree two or three. 
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2. REDUCTION TO THE EDGE-AND-TRIANGLE PARTITIONIKG PROBLEM 
The edge-and-triangle partitioning problem asks the following question. 
Given a graph G = (N, E) and a family T of triangles of G (complete graphs 
on three nodes), can the node set N be partitioned into sets of cardinality 2 
or 3 so that each set of cardinality 2 induces an edge of E and each set of 
cardinality 3 induces a triangle of T? Of course, when T= @, this is the 
classical l$actor problem, i.e., the factor problem where hi == 1 for all iE N. 
Cornuejols, Hartvigsen, and Pulleyblank [ 1 ] gave a polynomial algorithm 
to solve the edge-and-triangle partitioning problem. (As ITI is always 
polynomial in 1 NI, the algorithm is polynomial in INI.) 
A seemingly unrelated problem is the following instance of the general 
factor problem. The graph G = (N = u N #, E) is bipartite, Bi = ( 1 > for 
i E N =, and B, = { 0, 2, 3, . . . . dG(i)} for i E N #. We call this instance of the 
general factor problem the bipartite 1-factor-antifactor problem. Given 
FEE, we denote by d,(i) the number of edges of F incident with node i. 
With this notation the bipartite 1-factor-antifactor problem asks whether 
there exists Fc E such that dF(i) = 1 for every i E N = and dF(i) # 1 for 
every ig N #. We call such an edge set F a I-factor-antifactor. 
Lo&z found a very nice reduction of the edge-and-triangle partitioning 
problem to the bipartite 1-factor-antifactor problem and asked whether, in 
general, the bipartite l-factor-antifactor problem could be solved in 
polynomial time. Of course this question is a special case of Lovdsz’s con- 
jecture on the general factor problem without gaps of length greater than 
one. This question was communicated to me by Pulleyblank [ll]. In the 
next theorem we show that, conversely, the bipartite 1-factor-antifactor 
problem can be polynomially reduced to the edge-and-triangle partitioning 
problem. As a consequence we obtain a positive answer to Lovdsz’s 
question. 
THEOREM 1. The edge-and-triangle partitioning problem polynomially 
reduces to the bipartite 1 -factor-antifactor problem (Lou&z). Conversely, the 
bipartite I-factor-antifactor problem polynomially reduces to the edge-and- 
triangle partitioning problem. 
Proqf: Consider a graph G = (N, E) and a family T of triangles of G. 
Lovasz proposed to construct a bipartite graph H= (N = u N #, D) as 
follows. Take N = = N and N # as having a node n, for each triangle t E T 
and a node n, for each edge e E E which does not belong to any triangle of 
T. For each node n, E N # so defined, join n, to the three nodes of N= 
which belong to t and, for each n, E N #, join n, to the two nodes of N = 
which belong to e. This defines the edge set D of the bipartite graph H. 
Now H has a 1-factor-antifactor if and only if G has an edge-and- 
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triangle partition. Specifically, a 1-factor-antifactor F in H yields the 
following family P of subsets of N = N = . Two nodes U, o E N belong to the 
same subset of P if, in H, the edges of F incident with u and u have a com- 
monendpointinN#.AsB,=(l}f or i E N =, P is a partition. As 14 B, for 
iEN’, no set P has cardinality 1. In fact, by construction of H, the sets of 
P induce edges or triangles of G. Conversely, an edge-and-triangle partition 
P yields a 1-factor-antifactor F of H as follows. If (u, u, MJ} E P, then 
include in F the three edges (u, IZ~), (u, n,), and (MI, IZ(), where t is the 
triangle induced by U, v, and w. If {u, v} E P, then either e = (u, v) belongs 
to no triangle of T (in this case include in F the edges (u, n,) and (u, n,)) or 
e belongs to at least one triangle of T; choose one: say I E T, and include in 
F the edges (u, n,) and (v, IZ,). 
Conversely, we prove that the bipartite l-factor-antifactor problem can 
be polynomially reduced to the edge-and-triangle partitioning problem. 
Let H = (N = u N +, D) be a bipartite graph. Construct the graph 
G = (N, E) as follows. The node set of G is NE N =. The edge set of G is 
induced by the pairs of nodes of N= which have a common neighbor in 
N #. Define the family T as containing the triplets of nodes of N = which 
have a common neighbor in N #. We claim that G has an edge-and-triangle 
partition relative to the family T if and only if H has a 1-factor-antifactor 
F. Consider F. As earlier, define the family P as comprising those subsets of 
N z N = that are joined by edges of F to a common neighbor in N ‘. As F 
is a 1-factor-antifactor, P is a partition which does not contain sets of car- 
dinality 1. If every set of P has cardinality 2 or 3, P is an edge-and-triangle 
partition. Now consider SE P of cardinality greater than 3. Any partition 
of S into sets of cardinality 2 or 3 can be used in P instead of S, as these 
sets induce edges of E or triangles of T be construction of G. So again we 
obtain an edge-and-triangle partition of G. Conversely, assume that we 
have an edge-and-triangle partition P of G. Consider SEP. By definition 
of G, there exists in H a node n EN + adjacent to each node of S. Define 
F to include the edges (i, n) for in S. The resulting edge set F induces a 
I-factor-antifactor in H. i 
The reduction of Theorem 1 provides a curious relationship between the 
1-factor-antifactor problem and the edge-and-triangle partitioning 
problem. The next theorem shows that other instances of the general factor 
problem can also be reduced to edge-and-triangle partitioning. The proof 
involves a different type of reduction, defined locally at each node. 
A gadget (H, T) consists of (i) a graph H= (Vu (u,, ,.., ukj, 
Lu {e,, . . . . ek}) such that, forj= 1, . . . . k, the node uI has degree one in H 
and is incident with edge ej and (ii) a family T of triangles of H. Some 
examples will be given in Fig. 1. Let G = (N, E) be a graph where the 
general factor problem must be solved. Given a node in N, the gadget 
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(H, T) is said to represent the general factor condition B, if, with the above 
notation, 
k = d,(i) (2.1) 
and 
for Js (1, . . . . k), the graph (Vu {zA~}~~~, Lu (e,}je,) has an 
edge-and-triangle partition relative to the family T if and only if 
IJI ~4. (2.2) 
Given a gadget representing B,, one can perform the following construc- 
tion. Let e, , . . . . ek be the edges incident with node i. Replace the node i of G 
by a new graph (V, L) so that, after construction, the graph induced by 
L u {e,, . . . . ek> is the graph H of the gadget. Using this construction one 
can transform an instance of the general factor problem into an edge-and- 
triangle partitioning problem if, for each node ig N, there exists a gadget 
that represents the condition Bi. In the next theorem, we construct gadgets 
that represent various conditions Bi. Some of these statements are already 
known, but we include them here for completeness. 
THEOREM 2. Each of the following general factor conditions can be 
represented by a gadget: 
B, is an interval, i.e., B, = {p, p + 1, . . . . p + r} for r 3 0, (2.3) 
B, is the intersection of an interval with a parity condition, i.e., 
Bi = {p, p + 2, . . . . p + 2r) for r 2 1, (2.4) 
Bi={p, p+2,p+3 ,..., pfr} forr33, (2.5) 
Bj = {p, p + 1, . . . . p+r-2,p+r} forr33. (2.6) 
ProoJ Let (e,, . . . . ek} be the set of edges incident with node i. The 
gadgets for (2.3)-(2.6) are based on the classical transformation of a 
b-factor node into l-factor nodes. Let ej = (ui, v,) for j= 1, . . . . k, V= 
i’jJj=l,.... k u {n,l,=l ,._., k--p and L={(v,,n,): l<j<k and l<t<k-p), 
i.e., the graph (V, L) is a complete bipartite graph. Using the notation 
introduced earlier, the gadget (H, a) represents the condition B, = {p}. 
To obtain (2.3), it suffices to attach r triangles (n,, xt, y,,), where x, and 
Y, are new nodes, for t = 1, . . . . r (see Fig. la). If H, denotes this new graph 
and T, comprises these r triangles, then the gadget (H,, T,) represents 
(2.3). 
To obtain (2.4), we add edges (nztp 1, Q~) for t = 1, . . . . r to the bipartite 
graph H (see Fig. lb). If H, denotes this new graph, the gadget (H2, a) 
represents (2.4). 
582b/45/2-5 
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To obtain (2.5), we join the nodes n,, . . . . n, by edges so that they form a 
clique of size Y (see Fig. lc). If H3 denotes this new graph and T3 comprises 
all the triangles of the clique (n , , . . . . II,), the gadget (H3, T,) represents 
(2.5 ). 
To obtain (2.6), ‘it suffices to insert a node of degree 2 on each of the 
edges e,, . . . . ek in the gadget (H3, T,), with the appropriate choice of p 
and Y. 1 
A question posed by Pulleybiank is whether there exist conditions Bj 
that cannot be represented by a gadget. Recently, Loebl [S] showed 
that there is no gadget representing Bi = (0, 1, 3,4), where i is a node of 
degree 4. 
Next we consider the consequences of Theorem 2 for the general factor 
problem in cubic graphs. As noted in the Introduction, this question is NP- 
complete if the set Bi = [O, 3) occurs for some of the nodes. In the next 
theorem we show that, in a sense, this is the only bad case for cubic graphs. 
THEOREM 3. The general factor problem in cubic graphs can be solved in 
polynomial time if Bi # (0, 3 > for every node of the graph. 
Proof In addition to the trivial factor condition Bi = ,@ and to the 
excluded condition Bi = (0, 31, 14 possibilities remain: 
(i) 10 interval conditions of type (2.3), 
“k “k “k 
“1 
“2 
“k-p 
a. H, b. tip 
“k 
FIG. 1. Gadgets representing conditions (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5). 
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(ii) 2 parity conditions of type (2.4) 
(iii) 1 condition of type (2.5), and 
(iv) 1 condition of type (2.6). 
So Theorem 3 follows as a corollary of Theorem 2. i 
3. POLYNOMIAL SOLUTION OF THE GENERAL FACTOR PROBLEM WHEN 
THERE Is No GAP OF LENGTH 2 OR MORE 
Consider a graph G = (N, E) and, for every iE ni’, a set Bi E 
JO, 1, ...> d,(i)} without gaps of length 2 or more. 
Given an edge set Fc_ E, recall that, dF(i) denotes the number of edges of 
F incident with node i. The deficienq of F at node i is the di.stance between 
dF(i) and the set Bi. Specifically, let 1; and U, be the smallest and largest 
elements of Bi, respectively. Then the deficiency of F at node i is 
0 if dF(i) E B, 
def,( i) = 
Ii - dF( i) if dF(i) < li 
d,(i) - u, if dF(i) > ui 
1 if d,(i) $ Bj and Ii < dF( i) < ui, 
where the last line follows from the fact that the gaps of B, are of length 1. 
The (total) deficiency of F is xi, N def,(i). We say that F is optimal (relative 
to g = {B,} I E ,,,) if it has the smallest deficiency among all edge sets. 
The main result of this section is a polynomial algorithm for finding an 
optimal FL E. It is based on Theorem 4 below. I am indebted to And& 
Sebo for greatly simplifying the presentation of this section and, in par- 
ticular, for suggesting an elegant proof of Theorem 4 using a result of 
Lo&z The following development takes. this approach instead of using 
my original longer proof. 
Let A denote the symmetric difference. Given FG E and e E E, we say 
that F’ = F A (e > is an elementary change if def,(i) < def,(i) for at least one 
of the two endpoints of edge e. We write F, + F, when F2 can arise from 
F, by a sequence of elementary changes. 
LEMMA 1 (Lovasz [IS, Theorem 1.43). For every F c E, there exists an 
optimal F, c E such that F+ F,. 
Proof. Consider any Fc E. Let F’ be optimal and Fb be such that 
F+ F, and IF, AF’l is minimum. 
Claim: FO is optimal. 
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Assume not. Then there exists iE N such that def,(i) > def,.(i). Now 
there exists e EFO AF’ such that def F0 dle) (i) < def,( i). (Specifically, if 
dFO(i) < li, choose e E F’\F,, if dFO(i) > ui, choose e E F,\F’; finally, if fi < 
d,(i) < ui, any e E F0 AF’ can be chosen. This follows from the fact that Bj 
only has gaps of length one, if any.) Thus Fb = FO d { e} is an elementary 
change. But then F+ Fb and IF; AF’I < J-F, AF’I, a contradiction to the 
choice of F,. 1 
If x and y are integers, [x, y] denotes the set of integers {x, x + 1, . ..) y} 
or {x, x - 1, . . . . y } when x 3 y or x < y, respectively. Let 
rf = min( t E B,: all the elements of [r, dF(i)] n Bi 
have the same parity}, 
uI;= max{r E B, : all the elements of [t, dF(i)] n B, 
have the same parity ), 
and 
Note that all the elements of Br have the same parity and that either 
I,?-- 1 E B, or I,“= li. Similarly, either u:+ 1 E B, or U: = u,. To illustrate 
these definitions consider an example. Let Bj = 15, 7, 8, 10, 12). If Fc E is 
such that dF(i)=2, then BF= {5, 7). If dF(i)= 10, then BF= (8, 10, 12). 
In addition to the original family 
d= [B,jisN 
consider the following families of sets. Let 
aF= (B;jitN. 
For any je N such that l:- 1 E B,, let 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
y:-= {Li)is,\f, where L., = 
i 
BFfor in N\(j) 
{/,f- 1) for i=j, 
(3.3) 
and for any jG N such that u,c+ 1 E B,, let 
THEOREM 4. The deficiency of F relatiue to 93 is minimum if and oniy if 
there exists no edge set with smaller deficiency relative to one of the 
following families: 
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(i) SJF, 
(ii) ZJc for j E N such that l,F - 1 E Bj, 
(iii) %TforjEN SUCK that u,“+ 1 E Bj. 
Proof: The necessity is clear since the sets in @, .LZf, and %F are 
subsets of the sets in W. 
Conversely, assume that no edge set has a deficiency relative to g’“, PT, 
or dXJF smaller than the deficiency of F relative to 3. By Lemma 1, there 
exists an optimal F, c E relative to LZ~ such that F-+F,, where the elemen- 
tary changes in the sequence are taken relative to g. 
Claim 1: d,(j) > 1: for all jtz N such that I,! - 1 E B,. 
Assume not and consider the first elementary change in the sequence for 
which there exists j such that dF.( j) = l,c and d,, dje)( j) = l,C- 1. Further- 
more assume that, for every F” in the sequence F -+ F’, d,.(k) d UC for all k 
such that U: + 1 E B,. (Otherwise Claim 2 should be proved first.) Since 
def,(j) = defF,.l,i(j) = 0 and F’ d(e) is an elementary change, we must 
have def,,,,,,(i) < def,,( ‘), I w  h ere i is the other endnode of e:dge e. Thus the 
total deficiency of F’ LI {e} is strictly smaller than that of F’ and, therefore, 
than that of F. The above deficiencies are taken relative to W, but note that 
F’ A(e) has the same deficiency relative to F: and g. This contradicts the 
assumption that no set has a smaller deficiency relative to LY,~ than F 
relative to SJ. 
Claim 2: d,(j) 6 u,” for all j such that UP + 1 E B,. 
The proof is the same as for Claim 1, except that the optimality of F 
relative to %r is invoked. 
Claims 1 and 2 imply that the deficiencies of F,, relative to S8 and gF are 
identical. By assumption, the deficiency of F relative to S8 is no greater 
than that of F,, relative to a’. It follows from the optimality of F, that F is 
also optimal relative to g. 1 
Theorem 4 has algorithmic implications. To discover that a set Fc E is 
not optimal relative to S?‘, at most 2 INI + 1 factor problems must be 
solved, namely those given by (i), (ii), and (iii) in Theorem 4. Each of these 
factor problems satisfies condition (2.4) of Theorem 2 and therefore can be 
solved in polynomial time. In fact, in each case, finding an improved 
solution requires at most 0( lN12) steps, as the search for an augmenting 
path can be done directly [4]. Any improved solution relative to gF, L?T, 
or a,? is also an improved solution relative to g. Finally, in order to find 
an optimal solution relative to L%?‘, note that at most INI augmentations will 
be necessary if we start from an optimal solution of the factor problem 
relative to d = (II) ie N, where I, = [lj, ui] is an interval for all iE N. So the 
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overall complexity of the algorithm suggested by Theorem 4 for finding an 
optimal FE E is O( INI “). 
4. AN EDMONDS-TYPE ALGORITHM 
In the previous section, we showed how the general factor problem 
without gaps of length 2 or more can be reduced to a sequence of simpler 
factor problems. In this section, we present a direct algorithm. This 
approach yields an alternate proof of results of Lovasz [S] such as a 
Gallai-Edmonds-type structural description of optimal factors and a Tutte- 
type theorem. 
The approach taken in this section is, in some sense, dual to that taken 
in Section 3. Namely, instead of generating a sequence of edge sets F c E 
with decreasing total deficiency, the factor conditions 
dF( i) E Bi (4.1) 
will be satisfied for every node i of G throughout the algorithm. Instead we 
relax “edge requirements,” i.e., we allow that an edge e = (u, v) belongs to F 
at one end, say U, but not at the other end u. The algorithm resolves these 
infeasibilities one at a time or shows that no general factor exists. To make 
this approach precise, we construct a graph H from G as follows. On each 
edge of G we insert two new nodes, each of degree 2, so that each edge of G 
is split into three edges of H. 
We denote by N, the nodes of 6, by N, the new nodes, called feasibility 
nodes, and by N = N, v N, the nodes of H. The general factor problem in 
G is equivalent to the general factor problem in H where the conditions Bj 
are kept unchanged for ie N, and B, = { I} for every node ie N,. Let E be 
the edge set of H. A general matching of H is an edge set ME E such that 
d,(i)EB, for every iENo, and d,(i) < 1 for every in N,, (4.2) 
where, in the remainder of this section, d,(i) denotes the number of edges 
of M incident with node i in the graph H. 
Since no two nodes of N, are adjacent in H, it is easy to construct a 
general matching of H. The deficiency of a general matching M of H is 
defined as the cardinality of the set (in N,: d,(i) = O}. A general matching 
of H with a deficiency equal to 0 corresponds to a general factor of G. In 
this section we present an Edmonds-type algorithm which finds a general 
matching of H with smallest deficiency. 
Given a general matching of H, the search for an improved solution is 
done by growing an alternating forest. Some nodes of the forest may be 
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shrunk critical subgraphs of H. A critical subgraph C of H with edge set 
E(C) is defined by the property that no general matching M of H satisfies 
d MnE(Cj(i)EBi foreverynodeiofc, (4.3) 
but, for any node i* of C, there exists a general matching M such that (4.3) 
holds for every node i # i* and, in addition, d,, E(cj(i*) + 1 E Bi*. It 
follows from the definition of C that, if M is a general factor of H, then 
there is at least one edge of M with one end in C and the other outside C. 
Relative to any general matching M, the algorithm constructs a forest 
whose edges are alternately in and out of M. The nodes of the alternating 
forest are either real nodes of H or shrunk critical subgraphs of H. Each 
tree of the forest has a root which is either a deficient node of N, or a 
shrunk node that contains a deficient node of N,. The nodes of the forest 
are called alternately odd and eue~l on any path originating at the root, 
with the root node being even. Only even nodes of the alternating forest 
can be shrunk. Every real even node i of the forest which is not a root 
satisfies d,(i) = lj. Every odd node i of the forest satisfies dM(i) = ui. Every 
edge of M incident with a node of the forest belongs to the forest. 
Algorithm 
Step 0 (Initialization). Start with any general matching M. Go to 
Step 1. 
Step 1 (Optimality test). If M is a general factor, stop. Otherwise, start 
with the deficient nodes of N, as the roots of the alternating forest. These 
nodes are even nodes of the forest. Go to Step 2. 
Step 2 (Edge selection). Look for an edge which does not belong to the 
alternating forest and joins an even node of the forest to a node which is 
not an odd node of the forest. If no such edge exists, stop: there is no 
general factor (this claim will be proved later). Otherwise let e be an edge 
joining an even node t to a node U, where u is not an odd of the forest. 
Case 1. v is not in the forest, DEN,, and the node w  defined by 
(v, W) E A4 is such that WE N,. Go to Step 3(a). 
Case 2. v is not in the forest, VE N,, and the node w  defined by 
(v, W)EM is such that WE N,. If dM(w) = I,,, go 1:o Step 3(b). If 
d,+.,(w) - 1 E B,,., go to Step 4(a). Finally, if d,(w) > I, and d,(w) - 1 $ B,, 
go to Step 3(c). 
Case 3. v is not in the forest and u E N,. If dM( v) = u,., go to Step 3(d). 
If d,,,,(v) + 1 E B,, go to Step 4(a). Finally, if d,(u) < U, and d,+,(v) + 1 #B,, 
go to Step 3(e). 
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Case 4. v is an even node of the forest and belongs to a different tree 
than t. Go to Step4(b). 
Case 5. v is an even node of the forest and belongs to the same tree as 
t. Consider the cycle closed by adding the edge e to the tree and define C to 
be the subgraph of H induced by the nodes of H in the cycle or within 
shrunk nodes of the cycle. Go to Step 5. 
Step 3 (Growing the forest) 
(a) Grow the alternating forest by adding the edges e and (v, W) to 
the forest, making u an odd node and w  an even node. Go to Step 2. 
(b) Let x1, . . . . xk be the endpoints of the edges of M incident with w  
other than the node v. Grow the alternating forest by adding the edges e, 
(u, w), and (w, x,), . . . . (w, xk) to the forest, making u, x,, . . . . xk odd nodes of 
the forest and w  an even node. Go to Step 2. 
(c) Let x1, . . . . x1: be the endpoints of the edges of M incident with w, 
other than the node v. Grow the alternating forest by adding the edges e 
and (v, w), making v an odd node of the forest and shrinking the nodes w, 
x1, . . . . xk into an even node of the forest. Go to Step 2. 
(d) Let w,, . . . . wk be the endpoints of the edges of M incident with v, 
where k = u,. Grow the alternating forest by adding the edges e, (v, w,), . . . . 
(u, 1.~‘~) to the forest, making u an odd node of the forest and making the 
nodes wl, . . . . ulk even nodes of the forest. Go to Step 2. 
(e) Let MT~, . . . . u’~ be the endpoints of the edges of M incident with v. 
Shrink v, IV,, . . . . wk into the even node t of the forest. Go to Step 2. 
Step 4 (Augmentation). 
(a) Augment the general matching M by interchanging the edges in 
M and out of M on the path from v to the root of the tree containing u. Go 
to Step 1. 
(b) Augment M by adding the edge e to M and by interchanging the 
edges in and out of M on the paths from t to the root of the tree containing 
t and from v to the root of the tree containing v. Go to Step 1. 
Note that M can always be modified appropriately within the shrunk 
nodes since they are critical. 
Step 5 (Augmentation or shrinking). Look for an augmenting path 
joining the root of the tree containing f and u to a node s E N, in the set C. 
This can be performed in polynomial time by Theorem 4. If such a path 
exists, augment M by interchanging the edges in and out of M on the path. 
Go to Step 1. If, for every s E N, in C, no augmenting path exists, then 
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shrink C into an even node of the alternating forest. Also shrink into the 
same even node every even node of the forest which is incident with a node 
of C and every odd node of degree 1 in the forest which is incident with a 
node of C. Go to Step 2. 
The algorithm can perform at most 2 lNFl augmentations. Between 
augmentations, Steps 3 and 5 are visited at most JNI times. So the 
algorithm eventually terminates. If the algorithm stops in Step 1, a general 
factor has been found. In order to prove the validity of the algorithm, we 
only have to show that, when it stops in Step 2, no general factor exists. 
Consider the set S comprising the odd nodes of the alternating forest at ter- 
mination of the algorithm. A general factor can have at most C {u,: u E S) 
edges joining nodes of S to nodes of N - S and the current .M has just that 
many. In any general factor, at least one edge from S is required for each 
even node of the forest which is shrunk, and Ii such edges are required for 
each even node i which is a real node of H. The current M has at most that 
many. The difference between the requirements from even nodes and the 
availability from the odd nodes is equal to the number of trees in the forest. 
Thus M leaves the smallest number of deficient nodes in NF. In particular, 
this shows that no general factor exists. Therefore, we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5. The graph G has a general factor if and only if, for any 
ScN, 
where ss is the number of connected components of H(N - S) which are 
critical, and I, is the set of isolated nodes of H(N - S). 
This result is closely related to Theorem 4.3 of Lovasz [S]. 
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